G50 engine, 90-bore, rebuilt
with Minovation crankcases,
one-piece crank, Warmsley
cam, Molnar PVL ignition,
Molnar cylinder head, Gardener
carb, £9000; G50 new one-piece
crank, including conrod, £2000.
Tel. 0787 6031304. CL642123C
HONDA 350 K4, classic race
bike, 5-speed close ratio box,
race engine, frame delugged,
too much to list, only paraded
three times, like new, CRMC
reg, will need oil tray on fairing,
£6250 ono. Tel. 01795-423679;
07860-615127.CL643085C

Honda CB72 project
1965
engine, runs well, needs
speedo, seat and levers, £1500;
rare Honda CB92 magnesium
TLS front brake, Triumph 650
unit, 4 speed gearbox. Triumph
pre-unit gearbox. Norton TLS, f/
brake. Tel. 07899-925357; 01707270683.CL641579C
Transponders x2, one complete
kit and all as new, £375; one
complete kit, in full working
order, £295. Tel. Bernie 07982
433686.CL642632C

HONDA DRIXTON K4
350,
engine 30 miles since a full
rebuild by Ken Garfield, P.V.L.
ignition, CR carbs, lightweight
forks etc etc, £8500. For full
details tel. 07982 433686. Bernie
Wright.CL642038C

SHOCKS

Alan Shepherd posters
at
various locations. Size of 29cm
x 42cm, £5 per copy plus £2.50
p&p. All are black and white
except for the Joey Dunlop
print. Please note some are
horizontal model and some
vertical. Please apply to
Cumbria Classic Motorcycle
Club on 01768-863200. No email
facilities available. CL641577C

Water-cooled Ariel Arrow twin
carbs, 6-speed belt, primary
Honda brake, built run and
never used, can be viewed on
Google under title. Offers
please tel. Gerry Cain 01707
270683; 07899 925357. Herts.
CL641567C

HONDA K4 SPARES: Clutch
cable (new), £15; pair tyres
(new), £250; l/h lever assembly
(new), £15; set of friction plates
500, £25; chain (new), £20; pair
35mm forks, new tubes,
Maxtonised, £450. Tel. Bernie
07982-433686
for
more
information. CL642034C

HONDA K4 T.A.B. 350. Engine
140 miles since full rebuild by
Ken Garfield, new Dellorto
carbs, P.V.L. ignition, £8000. For
full details tel. Bernie 07982
433686.CL642036C
Rickman Triumph Westlake unit
850cc, ex Bob Pearson, 3rd in
Irish Championships 2017,
ready to go, owner retired, Tony
Haywood clutch belt drive,
Nourish crank, Boyer ignition,
Mikuni carbs, hydraulic clutch.
few spares, sprockets etc,
£9000 firm. Tel. Trevor 07734
103966. S. Yorks. CL641792C

WHEELS AND TYRES

TRAILERS
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